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Class Outline
• Three main steps of the research and publication process

• How to choose what to research

• Choosing your journal

• Impact factor

• Title page, cover letter, co-authorship vs acknowledgement

• Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion & Conclusion

• Figures, Tables and their Legends
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Research and publication process may be 
broadly divided into three main steps:

1. Performing the research 
2. Analyzing the data (results) 
3. Preparing the manuscript

(Shidham, Pitman & DeMay, 2012)
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How do you choose what to research?

• Should be answering an important question
• You need to investigate your chosen field really well before you start
• Must make sure your research is novel and well designed
• Get statistical advice early!!
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All the 
research that 
has been 
done

Nobody 
cares

confirm 
results

Review articles

Cutting edge 
research

The world 
is not 
ready for 
this yet

All the 
research 
that 
should 
be done

How will your study contribute to your research field?
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A mature research field

All the research that 
has been done

All the research that 
should be done
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A new research field

All the 
research that 
has been done

All the research that 
should be done
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Academic writing: What is your purpose?
What kind of writing are you attempting?

• Original article
• Review article
• Meta-analysis article
• Book chapter
• Letter to the editor
• Case report
• Abstract (conference)
• Internal report/essay
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Publish your study - Choose your journal well

• Be realistic in the journal selection
• High impact factor
• Time for review
• High/low rejection rate
• National/international journal
• Ensure NOT a predatory journal!
• Open Access or not
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The Impact 
Factor

Number of citations 
of articles in a journal 
during a two-year 
time period after 
publication, divided 
by the total number 
of articles in this 
journal during the 
same period.
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Impact Factor - pros and cons

• US journals favor US authors
• non-English literature not cited
• self-citations – both author and journal (to please editor)
• citations on request – I cite you , you cite me!
• a disproved paper may receive many citations
• review/state-of-the-art articles are heavily cited
• within-institution/center citations
• A small % of published papers receive most of the citations
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https://jane.biosemantics.org/

JANE
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Before you start

• read “instruction to author” carefully

• Make sure to follow correct style, format and length

• Ensure your figures are created in appropriate format

• Ensure your references comply with appropriate style
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Title page 
• Exciting title sells the paper!!
• Try to keep title short and to the point
• “the marvels of a gentle squeeze” 
• Author contribution essential (co-author vs acknowledgement)
• Order authors in degree of contribution
• First author writes first draft; biggest contribution to paper
• Corresponding author (PhD/senior/guest)

• Last author is the senior author, i.e. usually the leader of the 
team/laboratory

• Key words – essential for future searches
© Haavik Research 2021
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Co-authors
• Co-authors should only include those who actively 

contributed to the overall design, execution and 
write-up of the experiment

• The order of authors should be according to the 
importance of their contribution to the 
experiment/publication

• Routine help is usually just acknowledged.

• Crucial, unique assistance can be co-authorship.

• Co-authors have intellectual responsibility 
of the paper.
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The most important phrase in your paper is your title
• Title should be ‘simple, brief, clear and attractive’ to 

precisely ‘tell readers’ about the research paper. 
• It may not be a grammatically complete sentence. 

Redundant words like verbs and articles are best omitted. 
• Make the title dynamic and informative, rather than 

descriptive
• Avoid jargon and abbreviations
• A good title helps the reader to ‘understand and believe’ 

the content of the manuscript and prepare them for what is 
to be followed in the full text article. 

• Writing a good title is a ‘process’ with revisions, revisions 
and more revisions to include the research theme of ‘what, 
how, where, when, who’.

(Shah, 2014; LaPlaca et al 2018)

Two Key questions
1) If you saw this 

title, what would 
you expect in the 
manuscript? 

2) Does this title 
make you excited 
to read the 
manuscript?
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Abstract
• A miniversion of the full paper
• A brief summary of each of the main sections
• A single paragraph
• Must be self-contained (no abbreviations and 

references)
• Is the part of a paper that is most often read
• Briefly describe background, methods including 

design and tools of data acquisition and analysis, 
and provide data that answer the research 
question only

• Finish off with conclusions and significance of 
your study

Writing an abstract 
means to extract and 
summarize

AB – ab-solutely, 
STR – str-aightforward,
ACT – act-ual data 
presentation and 
interpretation

(Alexandrov & Hennerici, 2007; Weinstein, 2020) © Haavik Research 2021



The Abstract is sometimes broken into sections

• Background – briefly outline background 
• Objectives – what are your aims
• Design – what was the study design
• Methods - briefly describe methods including tools 

of data acquisition and analysis
• Results - provide data that answer the  main 

research question only
• Conclusion – state what can be concluded based 

on your results
• Implications – what are the implications of this
• Check the word limit!!!!
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Introduction of Article

• Why your study was necessary
• Update references
• Identify gap in scientific knowledge
• Explain the unknown issues related 

to the problem
• Aim and hypothesis (why should 

this paper be published)
• Why must the editor publish your 

paper
• keep it short and concise

1. write as if there is no 
abstract

2. tell the story well
3. know your audience!
4. make it exciting, but not 

a thriller!

© Haavik Research 2021
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Introduction of Article
1. The Field: the scope of the problem 

investigated, background information, 
major research breakthroughs and 
issues

2. The Frontier: the competition, what 
have they done so far, what is state-of-
art.

3. The Challenge: what is the unsolved 
problem and why does it have to be 
solved.

4. The Contribution: describe briefly the 
solution offered in the paper 

The Field

The Frontier

The challenge

The 
contribution
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Methods & Materials
“The Materials and Methods section is one of the most important of any scientific 
manuscript.” 

The description should communicate to the reader all critical details that would 
enable someone else to replicate your study

(Shidham, Pitman & DeMay, 2012, p5)

Purpose of methods section:
• to describe (defend) the 

experimental design 
• to provide enough detail so 

that a competent worker can 
repeat the experiments

1. describe the methods precisely
2. be careful with syntax
3. cite only unusual methods
4. do not describe the results (here)
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Methods

• Diagrams of complicated devices / signals / 
assessment criteria are great

• state clearly the different sub-experiments
• specific methods used (sensitivity, calibration)
• outcome parameters, analysis methods
• statistical analysis (describe all tests, median 

versus mean)

© Haavik Research 2021
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Methods

• do not refer to previous descriptions
• use sub-headings
• limit the use of abbreviations
• population included (experimental work)
• study design – protocol outline
• diagrams are useful
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Methods – Checklist for experimental study

 ethics approval
 details on subjects/animals used
 methods of randomization/blinding
 sizes of groups
 inclusion/exclusion criteria
 detail materials and methods
 accuracy and precision of methods
 statistical analysis
 p value accepted to disprove the null 

hypothesis
 sufficent information to allow repetition 

of the study
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Results

The whole paper stands or falls with this section!

• The aim is to keep it short and effective -
show the reader the outcome of the research.

• Introduction, Methods, Discussion is the 
”Why”, ”How” and ”So What” of the Results.

Figures are the essential parts 

– they should tell the story themselves.

© Haavik Research 2021
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Results
• separate from Methods
• avoid redundancy
• strive for clarity - make it simple 
• do not try to trick or mislead the 

reader
• use statistics properly:
• ask yourself the question for each 

point you make:
Is this point helping the reader to understand 
the main results? 

© Haavik Research 2021
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Results
• do not blur the message by too many 

results/analysis
• use sequence from method (exp1, exp2..)
• use sub-headings
• do NOT use “tend”, “different”, “changes” 
• use “significantly reduced (xx%, p<0.02)”
• do not replicate data in tables and figures
• use graphs to substantiate and highlight 

findings
• Show variability (SD, range, CI)
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Discussion
• Structure your Discussion into

1. Introductory paragraph 
2. Intermediate paragraphs
3. Concluding paragraph 

• The aim of the Discussion is to show the relationship among 
observed facts, and the relationship between observed facts 
and already known facts.

• The Discussion should answer the questions: 
• what do the results mean?
• what is their significance/implications?

• Keep the distinction betwen Results and Discussion!

• Results is what you know (have found) to be true.

• Discussion is what you think is true.

(Hess 2004; LaPlaca et al 2018; Vieira 
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Discussion
• The opening paragraph (1-3 sentences) should outline

your main findings 

• Why should this paper be published (first time, new 
method, what is novel)?

• Use sub-headings 

• Use sequence from method, results (exp1, exp2..) 

• Strengths and weaknesses in relation to other studies

• Discuss controversies between your findings and other 
studies. Try to provide a rationale if you can

• How does this specific study contribute, why should it 
be cited?

• What are the implications of the findings? What are 
the possible mechanisms?

• Open up for future studies (but do not give all good 
ideas away)

(Hess 2004; LaPlaca et al 2018; Vieira 
et al 2019; Masic 2018; Mack 2014)© Haavik Research 2021



Discussion
• Be constructive but not negative about your findings

• Do not make conclusions on aspects you have  NOT 
investigated

• Ensure there is a logical flow

• Keep it short and concise 

• Make sure references actually conclude what you cite 
them for!!!!!

• You can criticize other studies but be moderate

• Only discuss most relevant literature (unless it is a 
review)

• Not too many self-citations

• Finish with concluding remarks (why publish it)

(Hess 2004; LaPlaca et al 2018; Vieira 
et al 2019; Masic 2018; Mack 2014) © Haavik Research 2021



Discussion: Checklist
 Summarised main findings
 Qualified the findings in relationship to 

the limitations of the techniques used
 Compared data with relevant previous 

literature
 Discussed/explained controversies
 How does the study contribute to the 

field?
 Limitions of your study
 Highlight possible future research
 Overall conclusion
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Conclusion
1. What have I discovered – and why does it matter?

2. What do I know now, that I didn’t know before? (e.g., before I 
collected and analyzed my data)

3. Who cares? / Who should care? 

• The final place where authors can demonstrate that the manuscript 
deserves to be accepted and published

• Close the circle with your question posed in your  introduction

• Essential that your data supports your conclusions
(LaPlaca et al 2018; Mack 2014)
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Conclusions DO NOTs

• Do not just summarise manuscript (abstract does this)
• Do not trivialise your findings
• Do not overstate your findings
• Be bold, not uncertain. Avoid ‘might’ ‘probably’ ‘maybe’
• Do not make claims your results cannot justify 
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References:
• Double check every reference is accurate and 

appropriate
• Be punctual and accurate!
• Limit the number unless it is a review
• Include only the most relevant and most up to 

date
• Ensure you are citing a paper for the right 

reasons
• Cite original research primarily 

© Haavik Research 2021
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Tables and Figures and their Legends
• Figures and Tables should be stand-alone

• Do NOT refer to method section

• Do not use abbreviations, or at least define all 
abbreviations used

• Include units of any data

• Outline variability by including standard deviation, standard 
error, range and/or confidence intervals

• Use adequately sized graphics/fonts/symbols 

• Include main statistical information 

• Group mean (N=x) or individual data (“Typical” example)
© Haavik Research 2021
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Tables: Checklist

 Tables have a number and an accurate title

 Tables include content that is above what is used in the 
results section

 Tables should all be listed on separate pages at the end of 
the manuscript

 Group data locically

 Ensured units of measurements are listed

 Provided an index for scatter (e.g. SD or SE)

 Defined all abbreviations

 Use asterisks to indicate statistical differences (make clear 
what is different to what)

 Explained in legend what is statistically compared with what

© Haavik Research 2021



Figures: Checklist
 Check that data in figures coincide with 

”results” and ”abstract”
 Ensured appropriate indications of 

scatter (e.g. SD)
 Stand-alone, self-explanatory legends
 Definition of abbreviations and 

symbols
 Permission of reproduction if required
 Indicate significant differences by 

asterisks 
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Proof reading:
Important final 
touch
• Proof, proof & proof again

• ask a third person to proof 
read it

• look particularly at:
• legends
• authors list/address
• symbols, special 

characters 
• abbreviations
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Cover letter
• be polite
• cite name of paper
• corresponding author, address, 

phone, e-mail
• why paper (state category) is 

relevant for that journal
• data not previously published 

(formal statement)
• signed by all
• check with “instruction for 

author” 
• copyright transfer

© Haavik Research 2021
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Author’s response to the editor and reviewer(s)

• this is a very important and timely task
• start promptly, consult the other authors
• be polite “Thank you for your constructive 

criticism”
• don’t be defensive – act professionally
• point by point reply to criticism
• additional changes/exp. should be mentioned

© Haavik Research 2021
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Most common reasons for rejection 
(experimental research)

• problems with experimental design
• inappropriate methods
• lack of originality
• lack of interest i.e. subject matter of low priority or 

importance
• problems with the analysis, especially the statistics
• conclusion and hypothesis not supported/tested by 

the experiment(s)
• too many language/syntax errors

© Haavik Research 2021
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